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Program Offering Pro Bono Legal Help to Inventors Launches in Three New States 
Denver-based ProBoPat Program Now Available to Low-Income Inventors in New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming  

Denver (September 28, 2015) – Low-income inventors in New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming can now access pro bono 
legal help to prosecute their patents thanks to an expansion of the Denver-based ProBoPat program. 

As part of the American Invents Act, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) partnered with Denver 
nonprofit Mi Casa Resource Center and the Colorado Bar Association Intellectual Property Section to establish the 
ProBoPat Program, connecting low-income entrepreneurs with volunteer patent professionals providing legal services on 
a pro bono or significantly reduced fee basis. 

 “The legal process to obtain a patent typically takes three to five years and requires thousands of dollars in fees,” said 
Elena Vasconez, Director of Business Development Programs at Mi Casa Resource Center. “In many cases, the 
ProBoPat program is the bridge that makes access to the patent trademark process a possibility for low-income 
entrepreneurs.” 

With a long history of offering business development training and services for low-income entrepreneurs, Mi Casa 
Resource Center will manage intake and application professing for the ProBoPat program expansion. 

 “This program not only benefits the entrepreneurial community, it is a great value to all,” said Jennifer Rothschild, 
ProBoPat Program Administrator at Mi Casa Resource Center. “ProBoPat provides access to an important protection 
businesses need to thrive. When small businesses prosper, so too does the communities in which they are based.”   

Since the program’s inception in 2012, nearly 100 inventors have begun the application process and two completed the 

patent process. 

“Without ProBoPat, there was virtually no chance for me to try and grow my business,” said ProBoPat participant Glenn 
Vogel, whose patent for a wine rack storage system was issued in July. “My patent gives my business a new level of 
credibility and gave me the confidence to move forward with the cost of production.”  

“It seems that there are many entrepreneurs who simply do not move forward with a great idea due to the cost associated 
with intellectual property protection. Now ProBotPat allows the growing entrepreneur the ability to make their ideas a 
reality.” 

To qualify for the ProBoPat program, applicants must be residents of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah or Wyoming and have 
a target annual income of three times the federal poverty guidelines or less, as defined by the U.S. Dept. of Health and 
Human Services.  

More information about the ProBoPat application and process can be found at MiCasaResourceCenter.org.  

### 

About Mi Casa Resource Center: Since 1976, Mi Casa Resource Center has been dedicated to advancing the 
economic success of Latino and working families in the Denver Metro area. Mi Casa expands opportunities for 
educational, professional, and entrepreneurial advancement by providing training for families beginning with programs for 
youth that inspire academic success, leadership, and career exploration. For adults, career and business training helps  
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families prosper through career advancement or business ownership. Learn more at MiCasaResourceCenter.org.  

About the United States Patent and Trade Office (USPTO): The USPTO is the federal agency for granting U.S. patents 
and registering trademarks and advises the president of the United States, the secretary of commerce, and U.S. 
government agencies on intellectual property (IP) policy, protection, and enforcement; and promotes the stronger and 
more effective IP protection around the world. The USPTO has established pro bono programs across the country to help 
low-income inventors prosecute their patents. Learn more at uspto.gov.   

About the Colorado Bar Association: The mission of the Colorado Bar Association is to improve the quality of its 

members’ legal practice, to support and improve the justice system, and to support the community through voluntary and 

educational endeavors. Learn more at cobar.org. 
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